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A full life is just that: full. Kids, sports gear, camping equipment, and more. Enter the Teramont – the biggest Volkswagen on the block.

Seats 7 comfortably in 3 rows, connects everyone with state-of-the-art tech, and goes virtually anywhere, with performance-enhancing 

features like 4Motion®. All dressed in a level of refinement that’s truly exceptional among SUVs. And all exceptionally well priced. 

Accommodating. Nimble. Polished. Like having your own family concierge. Without having to tip.

Seats 7. Thrills everyone. Versatility Safety PerformanceTechnology and Connectivity

A chameleon on wheels, 
the Teramont is ever-
changing – just like your 
life. Mix it up, load it up, 
and get fired up for serious 
family fun.

The bigger you are, the 
slower you move?
Not here. True to its name, 
the Teramont has plenty
of brawn. 

What’s better than an SUV 
that can do everything?
One that’s ready for virtually 
anything. With a multitude 
of driver and passenger 
protection features built 
right in, you can focus on 
fun knowing the Teramont 
takes your family’s safety 
seriously.

Design and Comfort

Big and comfortable come 
together beautifully in 
this spacious 7-seater. 
Seventeen cupholders and 
easy 3rd row access promise 
to come in handy for those 
emergency family outings 
and picnics that happen so 
often on the go.

Step into the high-tech environment 
with the 12-speaker Fender audio 
system, 8-inch navigation
HD touchscreen, 10-inch Digital 
Cockpit Pro, wireless App-Connect 
and mobile phone charging. 
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Versatility

3-row, 7-passenger seating Optional 2nd row captain’s chairs3 child seats in the 2nd rowFold-flat cargo space

In the Teramont, comfort and 
versatility never take a back seat. 
Unless you count the adult-sized 
3rd row seating – accessible 
without removing child seats.
It just takes one hand to fold the 
2nd row forward with a pull
and a push.

Go from seating for 7 to 6, and gain 
a world of customisable comfort, 
with available 2nd row captain’s 
chairs.Passengers can adjust the 
backrest, armrest, and legroom any 
way they like it.

Now all the kids can have their own 
room, thanks to the spacious and 
comfortable 2nd row.

Is it a refined family-friendly SUV, 
or a load-it-to-the-max pickup? 
With 2nd and 3rd row seating that 
folds completely flat, the answer
is a resounding “yes”.From legroom to 3rd row access, the Teramont changes up to handle it all, and all in a jiffy. Because when you don’t have to leave 

anyone – or anything – behind, you’re free to enjoy the adventures that lie ahead.

Spreading out needn’t be a stretch.
But you can do that too.
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Technology and Connectivity

App-Connect*Wireless Phone Charging

Fender® Premium Audio System

10” Digital Cockpit Pro Personalisation: 4 driver profiles8” Discover Media Navigation System

Simply plug in your compatible 
smartphone or connect it 
wirelessly to access apps on the 
touchscreen display. That means 
you can bring your favourite apps, 
podcasts, and playlists along for 
the ride.

Charge your phone wirelessly
with the optional wireless 
charging pad. Once paired to 
the App-Connect infotainment 
system, your phone will 
automatically connect so you
can enjoy a hands-free experience.

Enjoy your favourite artists with the optional 480-watt Fender
Premium Audio System. Don’t blame us if you’re caught singing along.

The optional display is a true breakthrough. Instead of the 
traditional instrument cluster, information from speed, travel time 
to route guidance and assistance systems, all can be displayed 
digitally in high resolution. 

*Do not drive while distracted. Drivers must pay full attention to the road and drive safe at all times.

Start up your Teramont and it’ll welcome 
you by name, activating your mirror 
positions, climate controls, favourite radio 
station and more. Multiple drivers? Store 
up to 3 driver preferences, plus a guest 
– all custom-tailored to suit their unique 
needs.

Technology has an advanced touch. The updated 
navigation system boasts a large, sleek 8-inch 
HD touchscreen display that offers voice control, 
proximity sensors, and multiple compatible 
phone-pairing capabilities.

Getting ahead is all
about connections
Everywhere you go in the Teramont, you’re connected. From business to pleasure 

and back again, plug in to a world of entertainment, convenience, and safety. It’s 

all part of a full complement of electronic innovation to help you experience the 

magic in every adventure.
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Looks as good as it feels

The Teramont

Design and Comfort

17 cup holders 10-way power adjustable driver seat LED head- and taillights

Uniquely styled LED head- 
and taillights with signature 
daytime running lights are 
quick to turn heads. Brighter, 
bolder, more daring – and
more energy efficient.

Coffee or tea? Why not both? 
Conveniently equipped with 
seventeen different cup 
holders, you can be sure 
there’s always space for 
everyone’s drink.

Panoramic Sunroof

It’s a big world. Take it all in, with 
the available Panoramic Sunroof 
offering sweeping vistas for all. 
Plus, enjoy a breath of fresh air 
and slide or tilt the sunroof open 
with just the touch of a button.

Ventilated front seats

It’s not just all the legroom 
that makes the front seats so 
comfortable. On hot days, this 
available feature can circulate 
air throughout the seat to help 
cool you down. 

Climatronic® 3-zone AC

Too hot, too cold, or just right? 
Here, driver, front passenger, 
and folks in the back all get to 
choose their own temperature 
preferences. Even if the difference 
is as little as 0.5 degrees, proving 
individual comfort is no fairytale.

Interior ambient lighting

You’ll feel like you’ve reached 
cruising altitude on a night 
flight, with ambient lighting 
that provides mellow, low-
level illumination throughout 
the cabin.

Everyone’s built differently. And with buttons 
that offer 10 ways to customise your individual 
seating position, achieving maximum comfort 
and good driving posture has never been easier 
– or more fun.

With the Teramont, brawn and beauty coexist in a perfect marriage.

Big and bold, it’s also beautifully designed with purpose. Well balanced, 

comfortable, no complicated corners. Substantial, solid and firm, but 

not too aggressive. A vehicle that delivers on the promise of power and 

freedom – your home away from home.
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Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop & Go*

Free your mind – and your feet. Cruising in traffic is 
a breeze, with automatic braking when things slow 
down. And when traffic clears ahead, it accelerates 
back up to your set cruising speed with just a tap on 
the pedal.**

Park Distance Control and Park Assist* 

The Park Distance Control feature has sensors that 
can help you back out of or drive into a parking 
spot. Audible signals and the optical parking system 
on the display indicate how much space you have 
behind and ahead of the vehicle.

The Park Assist can judge if a parking spot is big 
enough for your Volkswagen. Then it will help 
steer the vehicle into the space, either parallel or 
perpendicular. You operate the accelerator, brake 
and shifter; it does the rest.

Safety and Assistance Systems

*Features are for driver assistance. Drivers must continue to perform 
manual checks and pay full attention to the road and drive safe at all 
times. Please review the owner’s manual for feature limitations.
**In emergency situations, it is still necessary to apply the brakes 
manually.

*Driver assistance feature. Drivers must continue to perform manual checks and pay full attention 
to the road and drive safe at all times. Please review the owner’s manual for feature limitations.

Front Assist Light Assist Area View*

If the vehicle senses 
an impending collision 
with a pedestrian, Front 
Assist will warn the 
driver with an audible 
tone. The feature 
is also designed to 
automatically apply the 
brakes under certain 
conditions, so if the 
driver doesn’t react,
the vehicle can.

The High Beam Control helps 
provide better visibility on dark 
roads by turning on your high 
beams at certain speeds.
A camera mounted at the base 
of the rear view mirror turns your 
high beams on when conditions 
warrant it on dark or poorly lit 
roads. It then turns them off 
again if another car approaches 
or drives in front of you.

Get into even the most 
difficult parking spaces 
quickly and easily.
Superimposed 
guidance lines, 
multiple viewing 
angles and optical 
warnings help you 
navigate more safely 
and accurately.

Blind Spot Detection with Rear Traffic Alert*

When driving, if you attempt to change lanes, the Blind Spot Monitor 
can help alert you to cars that may be in your blind spot. Rear Traffic 
Alert comes in handy when you’re backing up. It has sensors that can 
alert you to vehicles crossing in your path when in reverse, and can 
even help brake the vehicle if needed.

Automatic post-collision braking system*

In the event of an unforeseen accident, you may not be able to 
react instantly, but the Teramont can. Seatbelts are automatically 
tightened, and emergency braking is deployed to help prevent 
further accidents.

The Teramont offers a full arsenal of safety systems, and available 

driver assistance features to help combat the hidden perils of driving 

every day, even on those off-days. That’s reassurance you can enjoy 

mile after mile, smile after smile.

Didn’t see that coming? 
Relax, it’s a Teramont.
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Performance

Drive Mode Selector

Start with the already-intuitive 
Volkswagen 4Motion®

All-Wheel Drive system, and select 
your mode to suit your driving 
mood. You’ll enjoy a range of 
expandable options for optimum 
driving comfort, performance and 
handling on or off-road.

8-speed automatic transmission 
with Tiptronic®

Master the realms of performance and 
efficiency. With Tiptronic®, you get 
the convenience of an automatic, with 
the hands-on sportiness of a manual 
transmission, coupled with 8 speeds of 
fuel-sipping savings.

You and your family want to do more. So you need a vehicle with just that. More traction for the road less 

travelled. More control for those tricky situations. And more power and maneuverability to get where you’re 

going confidently. Expect nothing less.

Discovering more of what’s out there 
starts right here Dial up the adventure and turn it 

into a veritable power trip, with the 
choice of either 2.0L TSI or 3.6 FSI 
V6 engine. Throaty, peppy, zippy 
and downright fun. 

2.0L TSI & 3.6L V6 FSI Engine

Even the most adventurous among 
us need a little stability. Get it, with 
4Motion® Active Control. Simply 
select your choice of four driving 
modes with on-screen menus and a 
rotary dial/push button for supreme 
control and stability.

4Motion® with Active Control
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The Teramont R-Line pays tribute to Volkswagen’s signature style of effortlessly blending design and practicality. 

The exterior catches eyes with its grille, chrome bars and black matte insert, giving it an air of unmistakable presence on the road. 

The sporty, body coloured bumper, with glossy black air inlets decorate the front and the rear. A chrome strip on the lower door panel, 

and the distinctive R-Line badge on the side, emphasises the ‘sport’ in SUV.

The R-Line Alloy wheels (20” Sebring or 21” Braselton) make the Teramont R-Line stand tall and proud.

R-Line Paint, Wheels and Upholstery
EXTERIOR COLOURS WHEELS

Not all combinations of exterior paint and interior seating surfaces are available.
Colour range is reproduced for illustration purposes only. Actual on-car colours may vary
from those shown, screen technology does not allow exact reproduction of the paint colours.

Deep Black Pearl Platinum Grey

Pure WhiteNephrite Green Metallic Aurora Red Chroma

18” Titan

20” Sebring silver

20” Sebring dark graphite
matte for R-Line

20” Capricorn

21” Braselton for R-Line

18” Titan machined

Pyrite Silver Metallic

Tourmaline Blue Metallic

INTERIOR CLOTH

Titan Black

INTERIOR V-TEX LEATHERETTE

Titan Black Shetland White Mauro Brown

INTERIOR LEATHER

Titan Black Quartz Shetland White Quartz Mauro Brown Quartz
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Trendline Comfortline Highline

Technical Specification  

Engine 2.0L TSI 3.6L FSI V6 3.6L FSI V6 3.6L FSI V6

Max power (KW/PS) 162/220 206/280 206/280 206/280

Max torque (NM) 350 360 360 360

Drive type 4Motion AWD

Transmission 8-speed Automatic

Dimensions

Length (mm) 5,097

Width (mm) 1,990

Height (mm) 1,780

Wheelbase (mm) 2,980

Number of seats 7

Trunk capacity (litres) 583 - 2,741

Tank capacity (litres) 70

Alloy Wheels

18” Titan

18” Titan machined

20” Sebring silver

20” Capricon

20” Sebring dark graphite matte (R-Line)

Exteriors

LED headlights

LED top performance headlights

LED taillights

LED daytime running lights and fog lights

Automatic headlights and homecoming/leaving function

Dynamic headlight range control

High beam control ’Light Assist’

Silver roof rails

Door mirrors power-adjustable

Door mirrors with memory function and electric folding

Body color - bumpers, door mirrors, door handles

Window frame stainless steel on lower window sill

Full window frame surrounded in stainless steel

Tailgate with chrome strip

Specifications
Trendline Comfortline Highline

Interiors

8” Touchscreen Composition Media with 6 speakers

8” Touchscreen Discover Media with Navigation

8” Digital Cockpit Basic

10” Digital Cockpit Pro

Fender premium audio with 12 speakers (5 front incl. centre, 4 2nd row, 2 rear, 1 subwoofer)

App-Connect wired

App-Connect wireless (excl. Qatar)

Wireless induction pad for phone charging

2x USB Type-C ports in front

5x USB Type-C ports incl. rear console

Manual AC, air vents all 3 rows

3-zone Climatronic AC

Active seat ventilation (front seats)

Panoramic sunroof with electric slide and tilt function

Driver's 6-way and front passenger 4-way manual seat adjustment

Driver's 10-way (incl. seat memory) and front passenger 8-way power seats

Driver's seat lumbar support with 2-way power

Floor mats, front and rear

Armrest, front centre

Next generation multifunction steering wheel in leatherette

Leather wrapped automatic shifter 

Door inserts - leatherette, trim colour - front doors

Door inserts - leatherette, trim colour with contrast stitching - front doors

Fabric seats

Seat material, V-Tex leatherette

’Vienna’ leather

Décor ’silver brushed’ metal in dash and front doors

Décor ’makassar’ wood in dash and front doors 

Décor ’satin polywood’ wood in dash and front doors

Scuff plates in door apertures with metal inserts

Sun shade 2nd seat row, driver's and passenger's side

Keyless access with push-button start (Kessy)

Ambient lighting, dash and decors, cup holder front

Captain's chair (2nd Row)
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Trendline Comfortline Highline

Assistance Systems and Safety

Multi collision brake

Driver and front passenger airbag with front passenger airbag deactivation 

Curtain airbag system for all 3 rows, side airbags in front

ISOFIX anchorage points for mounting 3 child seats on the 2nd row

Collision warning ’Front Assist’ and city emergency braking system

Blind spot detection with rear cross traffic alert ’Side Assist’

Rear view camera ’Rear Assist’

Area view incl. rear view camera

Parking sensors, acoustic front and rear

Park Assist

Cruise control 

Adaptive cruise control

Liftgate, virtual pedal ’Easy open’

Tyre pressure monitoring system

Lane Assist (only UAE)

Drive mode selection with dial button

Electromechanical parking brake with Auto Hold function

R-Line Package 

Grille with chrome bars with R-Line logo and black matte insert

Bumper with sporty design body coloured with air inlets, black glossy, front and rear  

Lower door panel, plastic, body coloured with chrome strip

Design element on the side with R-Line badge 

Multifunctional steering wheel, leather ’Nappa’ with chrome insert and R-Line logo

Composition Media and Discover Media with R-Line logo display

Pedal caps, stainless steel 

20” alloy wheels ’Sebring’ dark graphite matte (only Comfortline)

21” alloy wheels ’Braselton’ (only Highline)

Introducing
Volkswagen Care
Peace of mind comes as standard when you join the Volkswagen family.
Rest assured, you will always receive genuine care and transparent pricing
from our network of authorised service centres.

Service Package
Thanks to our comprehensive services, 
you can hit the road without a care.      
Our Genuine Service provides a range of 
services that are designed specifically for 
your Volkswagen. In the event of repairs, 
we only install Volkswagen Genuine 
Parts®: High-quality, safe and tailor-
made. So your journey is carefree and 
comfortable.

For more information on service packages, warranty and extended warranty, roadside assistance coverage and finance options, please contact your authorised Volkswagen dealership.

We are focused on ensuring that you are 
happy with your Volkswagen and have less 
things to worry about as a new car owner. 
That’s why when you buy a new Volkswagen 
from any of our authorised Volkswagen 
dealerships, we’ll provide warranty cover to 
protect you against the repair costs of 
manufacturing and material defects within 
the specified warranty period.

No matter where you are or what time of day 
it is, we’ve got your back. In most cases a 
breakdown can be resolved at the roadside, 
getting you safely back on your way. 

Owning the Volkswagen of your dreams is 
easier than ever with our attractive finance 
options. High cost repairs won’t wear you 
down anymore, as you can even choose to 
pay off your car service by paying in 
installments.

Warranty Roadside Assistance Finance Options

Standard

Optional
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The images, specifications/technical data, coloring, interior design in respect to 
the pictured vehicles are correct as of the printing date of this brochure but are for 
illustration purposes only. However, such information is subject to change at any 
time and customers should inquire from Volkswagen dealers in the relevant country 
for the most up to date specifications for each vehicle in their country as features and 
specifications may vary depending on packages available in each market.
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